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TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO PROCESS SIMULATION
BASED ON MASS AND ENERGY BALANCES
* WEAK IN PAPERMAKING AREAS
* LACKS INFORMATION RELATED TO PULP AND PAPER QUALITY
PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTE (PAT) SIMULATION
* ADDS NEW PULP QUALITY VARIABLES (PATS)
* INCLUDES NEW PREDICTIVE SIMULATION MODELS
PROVIDES IMPROVED PAPERMAKING SIMULATION
* PREDICTS END-USE PERFORMANCE PROPERTIES
,U
PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES
FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FIBERS AND DEVELOPING NETWORK
WHICH DETERMINE END-USE PERFORMANCE (I.E. SHEET PROPERTIES)
POTENTIAL USES OF PAT SIMULATION
* PREDICT END-USE PERFORMANCE OF PAPER AND PAPERBOARD
* QUANTIFY INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PROCESS CONDITIONS, FURNISH
AND END-USE PERFORMANCE
* SOLVE PRODUCT QUALITY PROBLEMS
* SUPPORT PROCESS OPTIMIZATION AND CONTROL
* PROVIDE A THEORETICAL BASIS FOR UNDERSTANDING PRODUCT
QUALITY RELATIONSHIPS
ORIGINS OF THE PAT SYSTEM
· IMMEDIATE NEED FOR A MECHANICAL PULPING SIMULATION
CAPABILITY
· LONG RANGE NEED FOR A UNIQUE MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT
FEATURE
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MAPPS SUPPORT
PROJECT OBJECTIVE:
TO MAINTAIN THE CONTINUED
COMMERCIAL VIABILITY OF MAPPS
-3-
Project 3576 Slide Material
TOPICS
* SALES AND MARKETING
* RELEASE OF MAPPS 4.0
* MAPPS MAINTENANCE ISSUES
* USERS GROUP MEETING







· GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION NEW COMMERCIAL USER
· FIRST CORPORATE LICENCE FOR PMIP SOLD ( TO G-P)
· LICENSE AGREEMENT WITH SACDA
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RELEASE OF MAPPS 4.0
MAPPS 4.0 IS PLANNED TO BE RELEASED BY OCTOBER 1990
PAT MODELING WILL BE FULLY INCORPORATED
ALL MAPPS DOCUMENTATION WILL BE COMPLETELY REVISED
ALL SOURCE CODE WILL BE REVIEWED BY PERSONNEL FROM GTRI
Slide Material 
MAPPS 4.0 - SOURCE CODE ISSUES
· SOURCE CODE WILL INCREASE IN COMPLEXITY AND SIZE
· REASON FOR INCREASE IS ADDITION OF PAT MODELING
· SIZE OF EXECUTABLE CODE PROBLEM FOR PC VERSION OF MAPPS 4.0
Project 3576 -7-
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WAYS TO SOLVE CODE SIZE ISSUE FOR PC VERSION OF MAPPS
· CONSTRAIN SIZE OF EXECUTABLE CODE
· CONSIDER OTHER OPERATING SYSTEMS THAN DOS; OS/2, UNIX. ETC.




WAYS TO CONSTRAIN THE MAPPS EXECUTABLE CODE
* CREATE AN "OVERLAID" VERSION OF EXECUTABLE CODE
* LIMIT THE SIZE OF MODULE AND STREAM MATRICES
* EXCLUDE SOME PROCESS/UTILITY MODULES FROM EXECUTABLE CODE
ONE OR MORE OF THESE CONSTRAINTS MUST BE APPLIED IN ORDER FOR THE




NEW OPERATING SYSTEMS FOR PC-VERSION OF MAPPS 4.0
ADVANTAGES:
· MORE MEMORY AVAILABLE THAN WITH DOS
. NO CONSTRAINTS HAVE TO BE APPLIED TO MAPPS CODE
DISADVANTAGES:
· ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR MAPPS USERS TO UPGRADE SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
· ADDITIONAL RESEARCH ON ALTERNATIVE OPERATING SYSTEMS REQUIRED
· RELEASE OF MAPPS 4.0 IN 1990 UNLIKELY
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MAPPS FOR OS/2 AND UNIX - DEVELOPMENT
* A VERSION OF MAPPS HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO RUN ON A IBM PS/2 MACHINE
WITH AN OS/2 OPERATING SYSTEM
* EXPERIENCE WITH OS/2 IS INSUFFICIENT AT THIS TIME TO RECOMMEND
THIS OPERATING SYSTEM TO OTHER USERS
* A MAPPS VERSION RUNNING ON A UNISYS MACHINE, UNDER UNIX, HAS BEEN
DEVELOPED




ASSISTANCE FROM GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH INSTITUTE (GRTI)
TWO-PHASE PROPOSAL FROM DR. JAMES MAHAFFEY AT GTRI
PHASE 1: ANALYZE MAPPS CODE FOR CONSISTENCY AND EFFICIENT











































































































































































































































o NOW IN OPERATION
o LIST OF CONTACT PERSONS ADDED
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MAPPS USERS GROUP MEETING
THE SPRING MAPPS USERS GROUP MEETING WAS HELD FEBRUARY 8-9, 1990
ITINERARY:
* UPDATE OF PAT MODELING DEVELOPMENT (GARY JONES)
* DEMONSTRATION OF FLOWCALC (BOB ROUDA, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA)
* DEMONSTRATION OF INITIAL DEVELOPMENT OF GRAPHICAL INTERFACE FOR
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FEEDBACK FROM MAPPS USERS GROUP
THE USERS GROUP SHOWS A CONTINUING INTEREST FOR:
* A BETTER AND MORE USER-FRIENDLY USER INTERFACE FOR MAPPS
* PC-VERSIONS OF MAPPS FOR OTHER OPERATING SYSTEMS THAN DOS
I vI
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I
IFUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF MAPPS
I
· MAPPS FOR NEW OPERATING SYSTEMS
* GRAPHICAL INTERFACE
* DYNAMIC VERSION OF MAPPS
Project 3576 Slide Material-18-
MAPPS MODEL BUILDER - GRAPHICAL INTERFACE FOR MAPPS?
* PRELIMINARY VERSION OF GRAPHICAL MAPPS FILE BUILDER DEVELOPED BY
SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
* WORKS WITH PC VERSION OF AUTOCAD
• DEMONSTRATED TO MAPPS USERS GROUP AND POSITIVELY RECEIVED


































































































































































JOINT IPST/SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA PROPOSAL




COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT OF "MAPPS MODEL BUILDER", A
STAND-ALONE GRAPHICAL MAPPS FILE BUILDER
DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED PACKAGE WHICH WILL;
* BUILD FILES
· EXECUTE SIMULATIONS
· PRESENT RESULTS GRAPHICALLY ON A PROCESS FLOWSHEET
DEVELOPMENT OF A RESULTS EVALUATION PACKAGE
Slide Material-20-
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I
I
DYNAMIC VERSION OF MAPPS I
· FEASIBILITY STUDY DONE BY STUDENT AS A-190 PROJECT I
















A-190 PROJECT BY EUGENE T. OCHALEK
PROJECT TITLE: "FEASIBILITY STUDY: THE DYNAMIC FUTURE OF
MAPPS"
OBJECTIVE: TO DETERMINE TO WHAT EXTENT THE DYNAMIC
CAPABILITIES OF MAPPS SHOULD BE DEVELOPED
Slide Material
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I
I
INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY PROPOSAL
THE PSC GROUP IS WORKING WITH THE INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY ON A
PROPOSAL
NAME OF PROPOSAL:
"DEVELOPMENT OF A DETAILED MODULAR DYNAMIC PULP AND PAPER PROCESS
SIMULATION PROGRAM AND ITS SUBSEQUENT USE TO CREATE AND
DEMONSTRATE THE USE OF A MILLWIDE SIMULATION MODEL FOR
OPTIMIZATION OF PROCESS AND PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS TO REDUCE
ENERGY CONSUMPTION"
PROPOSED PROJECT:
JOINT DEVELOPMENT WITH SACDA TO BUILD A TRAINER MODEL WITH A
MAPPS MODULE LIBRARY FOR A TMP PULP MILL
PROJECT FUNDING:
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I
DOE PROJECT
· PROPOSAL TO DOE, "OPTIMIZING FIBER PROCESSING IN THE PULP AND
PAPER INDUSTRY", HAS NOT YET BEEN FUNDED
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* MODIFICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS OF EXISTING THEORIES AND
CONCEPTS
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DEVELOPMENT HISTORY 
INITIAL DEVELOPMENT MECHANICAL PULPING SYSTEMS 
* SEPARATION OF CHIPS INTO FIBERS AND SHIVES
* SURFACE AREA DEVELOPMENT
* FREENESS CHANGE j
* SIMPLE HANDSHEET PROPERTY MODELS
LATER EXTENDED SYSTEM TO INCLUDE CHEMICAL PULPING, BLEACHING 
REFINING OF CHEMICAL PULPS, PAPERMAKING AND CONVERTING
* YIELD EFFECTS I
* MORE DETAILED FIBER GEOMETRY |
* FIBER SWELLING AND STIFFENING EFFECTS
* BONDING/ DEBONDING EFFECTS
* SHEET DENSIFICATION AND COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
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* MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCES I



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INDIVIDUAL FIBER FLOWS, STREAMFLOWS
· OUTLET FIBER CHARACTERISTICS:
LENGTH DISTRIBUTION
WIDTH DISTRIBUTION
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STREAM & COMPONENT FLOWS
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PROPERTIES
i BULK PHYSICAL AND TENSILE PROPERTIES
I . SURFACE, OPTICAL AND PRINTING PROPERTIES
· ELASTIC PROPERTIES
· MEDIUM GRADE SPECIFIC PROPERTIES
STFI
* CD RING CRUSH
* CONCORA
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INDUSTRY VIEW
* HIGH LEVEL OF INTEREST
* NEED FOR SYSTEMATIC MILL-WIDE VALIDATION
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OBJECTIVES
* CONTINUE DEVELOPMENT OF UNIQUE PAT MODELS
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VALIDATION SCOPE
SEVERAL IMPORTANT AND WIDELY DIFFERENT GRADES




· EMPHASIS ON VARIABLES WHICH INFLUENCE END-USE PERFORMANCE
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VALIDATION PLAN FOR MEDIUM GRADES I
* VARIABILITY ANALYSIS 
SHORT TERM (REEL-TO-REEL, DAY-TO-DAY)
* ACROSS MINOR GRADE CHANGES I
* LONG TERM ( SEVERAL MONTH INTERVAL) 3
SENSITIVITY STUDY
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VALIDATION PLAN FOR MEDIUM GRADES
SAMPLING
REEL SAMPLES
* COMPOSITE PULP SAMPLES
* HANDSHEETS
* PROCESS DATA
VALIDATION CRITERIA AND SCOPE
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Slide Material
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STATUS OF THE PLAN
I
I
· DETAILED MILL MODEL DEVELOPED AND REVIEWED
· PREDICTED PROPERTIES AND PROCESS CONDITIONS APPEAR REASONABLE
· KEY VARIABLES IDENTIFIED
· PLAN DEVELOPED AND REVIEWED
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BASE CASE MACHINE PAPER PROPERTIES
261b/lOOft 2
PREDICTED TYPICAL RANGE
CALIPER mils 8.8 8.0 - 10.0 
TENSILE lb/in 40.0 (6.5km) 40.0
MD/CD RATIO 2.2 2.2 - 3.1 
STRETCH 1.8 1.2 - 1.8
GURLEY POROSITY sec/iooml 23.0 7.0 - 41.0
STFI lb/in 19.5 15.0 - 30.0 
FLAT CRUSH 34.2 30.0 - 55.0
CONCORA lb/in 61.5 55.0 - 70.0
RING CRUSH MD 56.4 40.0 - 80.0
BURST FACTOR psi 20.0 23.0 
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ADDITIONAL MODULE LIBRARY ENHANCEMENTS
· BLEACHING
* CHLORINE OR CLO2 SUBSTITUTION
* MULTIPLE INJECTION POINTS
· CHEMICAL PRETREATMENT - DISCUSSED LATER
· FLOWSHEET CONVERGENCE ROUTINE
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STATUS ON LINER BOARD VALIDATION
MULTIPLY FORMING MODEL UNDER DEVELOPMENT
* MULTIPLE HEADBOXES
* SEQUENCE OF HEADBOXES
* SEPARATE SHEETS FORMED AND COUCHED
* MULTIPLY PROPERTY SYSTEM UNDER DEVELOPMENT
* BASED ON SINGLE SHEET MODELS
* PATS'S FOR EACH PLY
* INTERPLY MIXING LEVELS
Slide Material
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STATUS OF FINE PAPER VALIDATION I
DEVELOPING CONCEPTS AND VARIABLES 
NEED TO ACCOUNT FOR: 
* FILLERS
* RETENTION AIDS, POLYMERS 
* BOND FORMING & DEBONDING EFFECTS
* BOND STRENGTH EFFECTS
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BACKGROUND 
* TECHNOLOGY |
* TREMENDOUS POTENTIAL FOR MILL LEVEL SIMULATION
* NEED TO EXPAND EXISTING CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
* INFORMATION MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY HIGHLY DEVELOPED 
* DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
* CTMP PILOT UNIT
* CONTROL AND INFORMATION COMPONENTS 
* ABB-TAYLOR MODEL 300 CONTROL SYSTEM
* IBM RPMIS (REAL-TIME PLANT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM) |
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I OBJECTIVES
I . DEMONSTRATE FEASIBILITY OF INTEGRATION OF PROCESS SIMULATION WITH
I MILL-WIDE INFORMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
* INTEGRATE MAPPS WITH RPMIS SYSTEM ON PILOT UNIT
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS '
MAPPS I
* NEW PRETREATMENT MODEL
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PRETREATMENT AND REFINING
* CTMP FLOWSHEET MODEL
* MODIFICATIONS TO COMMUNICATE WITH RPMS
(IMB AND IPST)
RPMIS
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Project 3683 73
FUTURE WORK
· CONNECT RPMS TO DCS
· RUN MAPPS WITH REAL-TIME PROCESS INPUTS
· CHECK AND TUNE PROCESS MODEL
· DEVELOP AND TEST ADVANCED CONTROL APPLICATIONS
* SUPERVISORY
* PROCESS
· MIGRATE FROM PILOT TO ACTUAL MILL
Slide Material
